Haptic GeoWand: Searching for geographic objects by pointing gestures and getting information about distance to/density of features by haptic feedback
The geowand query for POI search from a point A with distance r along direction d.
The circular query for POI search from a point A with radius r
In our haptic interaction model, heading refers to the compass value on the mobile device obtained from the user's pointing gestures. Bearing refers to the direction from any given point to the destination which is measured with respect to the reference direction.
A Point of interest (POI) is any place or location that is of interest to the user. Eg.: Café, restaurants, pubs.
User Interface:
Points of Interest (POI) data:
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Open data (OpenStreetMap) Vs Proprietary data (Google Places):
Offline location based services are useful and both map data and spatial data tables can be stored locally on the mobile device.
While Haptic GeoWand query performs well when internet connection is available, such complex queries do not provide quick results when query is processed on a mobile device.
A database using Volunteered Geographic Information is more accurate and updated in certain areas as compared to proprietary data.
We test to see how such POI queries perform when it is performed on a database stored within the mobile device.
Remarks:
Directional information is used to help users Research Question: Can offline location based services work well with complex queries performed within mobile devices?
Query was performed three times and the average time taken as the result.
Test query:
Result for number of POIs: Values of the variables for the queries 
